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OPELCO’s New
Disc Drive
OPELCO's new 3" Twin
Disc Drive System for
the Oric Atmos.

For some time now there
has been rumours that OPEL
LTD have been developing a
disc drive system for the
Oric.Up until now no firm
details concerning the disc
system has been given.

In August of this year
OPEL LTD have set up a new
company to deal specifically
in selling Oric software &
hardware as OPEL LTD has
moved into selling business
software for the IBM type
computers,This new company
is called OPELCO who will
be dealing with this new
disc drive system.

The OPELCO disc system
uses the standard 3" discs
and is housed in a robust
textured steel cabinet (310
mm* 254mm*6 7mm) which is
capable to support either a
TV or monitor.The mains
input is fitted with an
illuminated switch and fuse
mounted at rear.The drive
interface is Shugart compa-
tible.A single board PCB is
internally mounted containing
the system ROM.This features

a reset switch and ports to
the computer (including
power supply),disc drives
and expansion.

There is an option of
either going for the stand-
ard 3" drive or the twin
drive system.The standard
3" drive has - one 3" dia
40 track single sided flipp-
able.Formatted capacity is
160K per side using ROMDOS
and 180K per side using
RANDOS.The twin drive has
two 3" dia 40 track single
sided flippable.

Bundled with the system
is two alternative operating
systems,which is fully
compatible with the original
Oric Microdisc.Up to four
disc drives can be supported
which may be 3",3.5" or
5.25" dia single or double
sided,40 or 80 track.The
system operates in double
density mode and a utilityis provided which will allow
transfer of files from
ROMDOS to RANDOS but not
vice-versa,QPELCO say that
this can only be done with

a cassette system.
The ROMDOS is a simple

to use serial file system
as used on the Oric Micre-—
disc,and RANDOS an advanced
disc system incorporating
most of the features of
ROMDOS with the addition
of random file access.
Comprehensive instruction

manuals are provided for
both ROMDOS and RANDOS.

The prices for the
OPELCO system is as follows
~ The OPELCO disc drive
system with' one 3" drive
costs £184,00,and the twin
system costs £235.75.The
delivery charge of either
system is £10 and a full
six months guarantee is
given.

The picture shown of the
OPELCO disc system displays
the OPELCO label on top of
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continued from front page
the system,but OPELCO say that this will be changed with the label situated at the frontand will be attractively matched to the computer colours.
ROMDOS Commands are :-
'Format, ! Backup, !Copy, ! Drv, !Sys, !Dir, ! Printer on/off, !Help,!01d, ! Type, !Slant, !Square, !Bold,'Std, !Design,!Tele, !Save, ! Load, ! Del, !Ren, ! Prot, !Store, !Recall, ! Open, ! Close, ! Put, ! Get.

RANDOS Commands are:-—

!Format, ! Backup, ! Copy, ! Drv, !Dir, ! Change, !Make, ! Build, !Help, 01d, ! Type, ! Trans, ! Save, ! Load,'Save, !Del, Ren, ! Prot, !Store, Recall, !Open, !Close, ! Put, ! Get, !Set, ! Create, 'Extend, ! Files.
.

OPELCO has formed a members club where £12 entitles the member to reduced software rates.For more information about this,OPELCO can be contacted at this address :- OPELCO,Imperial Court,Virginia Water,Surrey,GU25 4DH.

NEW RELEASES FROM F.G.C
Financial & General Computing have more New releases planned for the Oric-1 & Atmos .They
are GOLDMINE - Collect the gold nuggets from the mine without being crushed by the rocks orgetting trapped.A fine stratagy/arcade game with 20 different screens.The most difficultwill keep you thinking for hours.Available now for the Oric-1 & Atmos at £6.95.

FLY FOR YOUR LIFE - Horror.The wheels of your Orica 11 biplane have fallen off.Your only
hope is to keep flying through farm buildings, over telegraph poles and making sure youavoid the troublesome birds.Avoid or shoot the kamikazi helicopters to reach the high scoretable.Available now for the Oric-1 & Atmos at £6.95.

MAZE RALLY - Drive your car in the maze with rising speed,35 levels of play and up to
9 alien cars.Excellent sound and graphics as expected from a 43K RAM program.Available from
18 Nov for the Oric-1 & Atmos at £6.95.

MCP-40 LORES SCREEN DUMP — Dumps LORES screen in four colours and a choice of sizes,Fast machine code production for the Atmos only at £6.95.
FUNCTION PLOTTER - Plots mathematical functions,calculates solutions and integrals.Available now for the Atmos only at £6.95. '

TAPE BACKUP - Make a backup for your valuable tapes.Easy for most programmes.Available
now for the Atmos only at £7.95.

WORDWORTH ~ At last an improved word processor for the Epsom compatible and MCP printers.Extensive facilities including wordwrap,margin/tab settings,search and replace,para transfer,multi-column text and heading centering.Right justification can be set/cancelled at anypoint in text and markers can be set enabling only specific sections of text to be Justifiedor printed.The printing format is also automatic,including page numbering.Available from 18
Nov for the Atmos only at £12.00.

Financial & General Computing also hope to have Insect Insanity and Electrosound 64
music synthesizer soon.All the software mentioned above can be obtained from F.G.C at
20 Meadowcroft,Euxton,Chorley,Lancs PR7 6BU.

ORICOMYS UPDATE:

Oricomms, the communications program written by Mr.Trevor F.Shaw and Mr.John H.P.Rushtonis now available.Oricomms will be sold under the 'F.G.C Distribution' label for £17.95.The price may be reduced if the program is purchased with the Oric Modem Package.Any wishing to purchase Oricomms should contact Financial & General Computing at20 Meadowcroft,Euxton,Chorley,Lancs,PR7T 6BU.Tel: (02572) 70088.
Mr.Trevor F.Shaw is still taking care of the technical enquires for the time being.He can be contacted at 43 Matlock Avenue,Dawley,Shropshire TF4 2EL.



FRENCH SOFTWARE UPDATE
W.E.Software, the U.K.Agents for Eureka Informatique and Oric Products International, have
imported more French software.The number of French programs that W.E.Software have imported
stands at around 30+, Your Oric has compiled a list below of the French programs known to us
of what W.E.Software have in stock.
Carn 3 (arcade) £6.95 Casse-Briques (arcade) £6.95
Chenille Infernale (arcade) £6.95 Dangereusement Votre (arcade) £17.25
Dico 5 (arcade) £6.95 Eureope (educat) £6.95
Gastronom (arcade) £6.95 Geofrance (educat) £6.95
Gencar (utility) £6.95 : Gestion de stocks (simulat) £6.95
Godilloric (arcade) £6.95 Intertron (arcade) £6.95
Le Protector (arcade) £6.95 Orible (arcade) £6.95
Puissance (reflex) £6.95 : Businessman (simulat) £15.95
Le Rendez Vour Terreur (ad) £10.95 Mission Delta (simulat) £10.95
Terminus (adve) £13.95 La Cite Maudite (adve) £15.95
Saga (simulat) £16.95 Masterpaint (utility) £27.95
Macadam Bumper (arcade) £17.95 Hades (utility) £27.95
Compilateur Graphique £27.95 Doggy (arcade) £13.95
Super Jeep (arcade) £13.95 Flipper (arcade) £14.95
Frelon (arcade) £14.95 L'Angle D'or (adve) £19.50
3D Fongus (simulat) £14.95

To check for availability and more details the address of W.E.Software is: Foley Bank,
Worcester Road,Great Malvern,Worcestershire WR14  4QW.

TANDY CGP-115 4-COLOUR PRINTER/PLOTTER:

I wondor if any other Oric owners are aware of Tandy's CGP-115 Printer/Plotter.They have
been going for about 6 months at the sale priee of just under £50 in my local Tandy store
in Basildon,which is quite a bit cheaper than the Oric M.C.P 40 printer at £84.The CGP-115
has a Centronics interface,and can be attached to the Oric with cables available from the
store.(I used a cable for the Dragon computer!)
The printer functions and control characters appear to be exactly the same as on the M.C.P

40,s0 that all the example programs in the Atmos manual will run exactly as described.Listings
of programs are obtainable in either 40 or 80 colums,this being achievable either through
control characters to the printer or by a switch.The letters are so beautifully formed that
the printing is still very readable in 80 colums.In this mode,lower case lettering is only
0.8 mm high,but it would stand enlargement by photocopier,or could be cut and pasted into a
book for safekeeping.

Even the pencolours are the same as on the M.C.P 40,although I am not sure whether spares
are interchangeable between the two machines,spares are available from Tandy in any case,
although these are pricey at £7.48 for 3 rolls of paper and £2.30 for 3 pens.
Your Oric would like to thank Mr Colin Cook for providing this information.

THE CALCULATOR:

I.C.V. have introduced a "numeric-joystick" block called 'The Calculator'.It rearranges the
essential keys such as the numbers,the full stop,DEL,ENTER,and especially FUNCT (very useful
for the Oric-1 and the SedOric disc which makes much use of the key).Moreover the Calculator
has an Atari joystick port which functions on the arrows and space-bar,and is therefore
compatible with numerous games.
To connect it is no problem.The extension and printer ports remain free.A screwdriver and

a plug to insert,and that's it for most machines.For others a connector will be supplied with
The Calculator,which you must attach to the machine with a few spots of solder.For those who
are not too handy with a soldering iron,the dealer can make the connections for you.And of
course The Calculator is compatible with all Orics,including the Telestrat.
The Calculator costs 590 French francs.
We would like to thank Mr Niesen Patrick of C.C.0 for providing Your Oric with this informatio:
and "Archimedes" for translating this information.



FRENCH LEAVE BY ARCHIMEDES
Welcome to Your Oric's newest feature - dedicated to that band of English explorers who
have discovered the gems awaiting the Oric owner across the channel, and hopefully bringing
enlightment to the uninitiated......It's a sobering thought that Oric sold three times as many computers in France as in
England prior to the collapse of the English company, and in 1984 sold France's most popularmicro.You don't have to look far to see the results - some outstanding software, a magazine
on the news-stands devoted to the Oric, and of course an active computer company called
Oric International......

There is one quantum leap necessary if you are to indulge in French Software (well, two
in fact!).Firstly, they are in French...(who is this guy, I hear you say).Secondly, they are
expensive.The French seem willing to pay for their pleasures, and by that I mean a pricefor one cassette ranging from £10 to £25!! However, once you have gulped twice and forked
out the cash, the quality of the software is remarkably good — who in England has a motor
racing programme.. or a pinball machine you can redesign yourself... or a 3D graphics
adventure game.. even Logo or a Basic compiler...???

0f course all is not rosy.In the last twelve months while Oric have wrestledto get the
Telestrat out, the steam has gone out of the market... The software houses are hesitant to
invest in new products... a familiar story? But the other side of the coin, especially new-
comers to French software, is the catalogue of at least some 150 titles, and a greaterreadiness to consider supplying software to the U.K. (thankyou Innelec No Man's Land, and
over to you, W,E.Software!)

Enough chatter for now, and on with the show. 'French Leave' hopes to point the way in thing:
French, to keep an eye on events in France, to review the better software, to explain how
it works (including potted translations where necessary), in fact to be your guide to things
French.
First things first.....
French Software Houses

As in England, certain companies have led the field in France.The main names to get used to
are: ERE Informatique, Loriciels (French for 'software' being 'logiciels'), Cobra Soft,
Inforgrammes and Innelec (i.e. No Man's Land). And a cassette in French is 'K7'. ~~

New Software in France

'Karate' (Gasoline Software, a sister company of ERE Informatique) (£10)
The title says it all - good graphics, simple controls; fight against the computer or another
player.
'A.T.M.' (Cobra Soft) (£13)
Combat in the air (Air!), on the land (Terre) and sea (Mer) - geddit!? Command a supersonic
plane through the enemy ballons, a tank through rocky terrain bombarded by enemy planes, and
a submarine through waters thick with mines and enemy boats.l100% machine code, 9 levels.
See what I mean about French software!
"Musirama' (Bleu Ciel Informatique) (£14)

A full-feature music tutor with graphics and sound, covering both conventional music theoryand it's transfer to the Oric via the frequency, period, modulation and envelope commands.
Subscription Software

Eh? The latest idea from Cobra Soft, one of the leading French Software Houses, is to invite
subscriptions for a new programme by a certain date.If enough forthcoming (with a cheque)
then your cheque is cashed and you get a nembered copy of the software.If not, you get yourcheque back.
First in line is "Meutres sur L'Atlantique" (Murder on the Atlantic), a program alreadyavailable for the C64 and Amstrad.I gather the theme is detective work on an ocean linercirca 1938, with the key to victory in WW1l within your grasp.... more when (and if) the
programme arrives,
Au Secours!

—————— ————

Not just an Adventure Helpline, but one for allcomers! Do you have a problem with your French
software...? Write in, and we'll ask help from others if we can't be of help ourselves.



Telestrat
On sale in France since early September 86, Eureka Informatique (owners of Oric) have conducted
a determined 'Order by Post' campaign.Three 'systems' are on offer :

Telestrat with disc -drive £399
+ monochrome monitor £475
+ colour monitor £595

and if you part exchange your Oric-1 or Atmos, a reduction of £69.00.Accessories alreadyavailable include a mouse (£49), a ROM cartridge to simulate Atmos basic, one to simulateOric-1 basic, and three games discs.
Promised by the end of the year 86, an 80 column screen cartridge, ORIC-NET multi-user system,an automatic modem, a teletext digitaliser to link to a video camera, and a real-time clock
cartridge - Wow!

The Atmos is still on sale in France at £99....Telestrat basic has been called the best onthe market by an independant French review........an Atmos light pen from one dealer for £43..
Hot news, Oric International is going public on the French Stock Exchange - analysis offinancial results shows that the Telestrat has got of to an excellent start...
Finally, on your weekend trip to Paris, look for:
Vismo Informatique, 84, boulevard Beaumarchais (metro Bastille) Oric Specialists.
Coconut, 13, bouevard Volitaire (metro Oberkampf ) software specialists, English speaking.
Next time - a grand Prix game, mail order France, latest news....

MAILORIC
W.E.Software offer the widest range of Oric Software they also stock a range of French Software
at very reasonable prices.W.E also stock a range of Hardware items like the Eureka/Oric 3" Disc
Prive,Eureka/Oric Cosmos Printer,Oric Modem,Joysticks and upgrades,for full details of what W.E
have to offer they can be contacted at the following address : W.E.Software,Foley Bank,Worceste
Road,Great Malvern,Worcestershire WR14 4QW. Telephone Malvern (06845) 69059.

Ede CORRCRL105

Hello readers,and welcome to the Christmas Issue.Theres plenty of News to read about in this
Issue,isn't it exciting about the new OPEL Disc Drive,and what about F.G.C who have just
released another six titles for the Oric,are best wishes go to F.G.C and we wish them every
success with any future developments.W.E.Software have also been busy,they have just
recently imported a further sixteen French titles and I have been told they are very good,we
hope to have more imformation from W.E.Software on the new Disc titles which was promised for
this Issue,in the next Issue and hopefully more information on the Mouse and RS232 Interface.
Your Oric is proud to present it's latest section which is called 'French Leave' which makes

its first appearence this Issue.Your Oric will not only be able to bring you all the latest news
from England,but will bring you all the latest news from France,with the help of Archimedes
who is Your Oric's french correspondent.French Leave will be a regular feature of Your Oric
from this Issue onwards.I would like to take this opportunity in welcoming Archimedes to the
News team.
Issue 4 also sees the exclusive interview with the authors of Damsel In Distress ,Mr Marcel Van

Driel and Mr Herman Zwaag.In forth coming Issues Your Oric will be able to bring you the inside
story of what turned out to he one of the best arcade games ever produced on the Oric.

I would like to make a plea to all readers of Your Oric,we do need supporting,if you have any
Tips,Programs,Hi Scores,Problems and useful Hints etc..which could be featured in the many
sections through out Your Oric then we want to hear from you,we do need your support.If you
have any useful material please send it to me here at Your Oric for possible publishing,Thank-

ou.
Back Issues of Your Oric are available,many subscribers have started there subscription from

Issue 4,and may like to know that Issues 2 and 3 are available from me at £1.20 each.Please
allow up to five weeks for your back Issue(s) to reach you,please make cheques payable to Your
Oric.Readers may like to know that the Your Oric Newsletter has currently 140 Subscribers,we
have had 60 new readers since Issue 3 went out,and now the Newsletter is sent out to 11 countr-
ies, would like to wish all readers a merry christmas and a happy new year,and lets all hope
that 1987 turns out to be Orics best year!

Au Revoir,
"Archimedes"
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Telestratts te oe cnsete
On sale in France since early September 86, Eureka Informatique (owners of Oric) have conducted
a determined 'Order by Post' campaign.Three 'systems' are on offer :

Telestrat with disc -drive £399
+ monochrome monitor £475
+ colour monitor £595

and if you part exchange your Oric-1 or Atmos, a reduction of £69.00.Accessories alreadyavailable include a mouse (£49), a ROM cartridge to simulate Atmos basic, one to simulateOric-1 basic, and three games discs.
Promised by the end of the year 86, an 80 column screen cartridge, ORIC-NET multi-user system,an automatic modem, a teletext digitaliser to link to a video camera, and a real-time clockcartridge - Wow!

The Atmos is still on sale in France at £99....Telestrat basic has been called the best onthe market by an independant French review........an Atmos light pen from one dealer for £43..Hot news, Oric International is going public on the French Stock Exchange - analysis offinancial results shows that the Telestrat has got of to an excellent start...
Finally, on your weekend trip to Paris, look for:
Vismo Informatique, 84, boulevard Beaumarchais (metro Bastille) Oric Specialists.
Coconut, 13, bouevard Volitaire (metro Oberkampf ) software specialists, English speaking.
Next time - a grand Prix game, mail order France, latest news....

MAILORIC
W.E.Software offer the widest range of Oric Software they also stock a range of French Software
at very reasonable prices.W.E also stock a range of Hardware items like the Eureka /Oric 3" Disc
Prive,Eureka/Oric Cosmos Printer,Oric Modem,Joysticks and upgrades,for full details of what W.E
have to offer they can be contacted at the following address : W.E.Software,Foley Bank,Worceste
Road,Great Malvern,Worcestershire WR14 4QW, Telephone Malvern (06845) 69059.

Eda comment.
Hello readers,and welcome to the Christmas Issue.Theres plenty of News to read about in this
Issue,isn't it exciting about the new OPEL Disc Drive,and what about F.G.C who have justreleased another six titles for the Oric,are best wishes go to F.G.C and we wish them every
success with any future developments.W.E.Software have also been busy,they have just
recently imported a further sixteen French titles and I have been told they are very good,we
hope to have more imformation from W.E.Software on the new Disc titles which was promised for
this Issue,in the next Issue and hopefully more information on the Mouse and RS232 Interface.
Your Oric is proud to present it's latest section which is called 'French Leave' which makes

its first appearence this Issue.Your Oric will not only be able to bring you all the latest news
from England,but will bring you all the latest news from France,with the help of Archimedes
who is Your Oric's french correspondent.French Leave will be a regular feature of Your Oric
from this Issue onwards.I would like to take this opportunity in welcoming Archimedes to the
News team,
Issue 4 also sees the exclusive interview with the authors of Damsel In Distress,Mr Marcel Van

Driel and Mr Herman Zwaag.In forth coming Issues Your Oric will be able to bring you the inside
story of what turned out to be one of the best arcade games ever produced on the Oric.

I would like to make a plea to all readers of Your Oric,we do need supporting,if you have any
Tips, Programs,Hi Scores,Problems and useful Hints etc..which could be featured in the many
sections through out Your Oric then we want to hear from you,we do need your support.If you
have any useful material please send it to me here at Your Oric for possible publishing,Thank-

ou.
Back Issues of Your Oric are available,many subscribers have started there subscription from

Issue 4,and may like to know that Issues 2 and 3 are available from me at £1.20 each,Please
allow up to five weeks for your back Issue(s) to reach you,please make cheques payable to Your
Oric.Readers may like to know that the Your Oric Newsletter has currently 140 Subscribers,we
have had 60 new readers since Issue 3 went out,and now the Newsletter is sent out to 11 countr-
ies, would like to wish all readers a merry christmas and a happy new year,and lets all hope
that 1987 turns out to be Orics best year!

Au Revoir,
"Archimedes"
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IJK’s Don’t Press The Letter Q
Don't Press The Letter Q

is an arcade adventure MEGA
GAME for the Oric by I.J.K
Software Ltd.Don't Press
Incorporates over thirty-
five different video games
of over five-thousand types!
When the game loaded I was
presented with the Authors
name 'Andrew Moore'.The
computer then asks if the
'Boom Song' is to be play-
ed, Loud or Low.The Boom-
Song is really catchy and
funny! Up to nine players
are allowed to play the
'pathways’'.

The object of the game
is to reach the 30th beacon
which is to be found within
the 'pathways' somewhere
In order to get to the 30th
beacon, is by completing

the many screens that the
computer throws at you! You
guide a little man with
moving eyes around the
screen with the joystick or
the computer keyboard.

First you start in the
pathways and must travel
along them to find a screen
inwhich to play.When you
come onto a screen, the
‘first thing you think of is
'How do I play this game,
what do I do'.This game
features so many variations
of games it's sometimes
hard to work out what you

actually need to do! Most
of the timeI roughly knew
the object of the game I
was playing.Once a screen
is completed you are updated
with the scores then move
onto the pathways again
seeking out yet another
screen.While playing a game
you have to complete it
within a time limit!Within
the game there are many
nasties to dodge or destroy!
Some of the screens you have
to eat away platforms and
even drop cups and saucers
on the nasties heads inorder
to destroy them!

Don't Press really gets
the user hooked! - I was
most definately.What ever
you do Don't Press The Letter
Q, the computer will hate
you! When the game you are
playing goes smoothly and is
completed the computer sends
out rather weird messages
like 'I love your play' and
"I love the ground you walk
on', and if it's all going
down-hill you get messages
like 'I hate your toe-nails'
and 'I hate you'! My best
screen is the 'rally-car'
type game, where your man is
guided up a fast track,with
the 'Boom Song' in the
background it was total
madness!

There were many screens
I enjoyed playing in this
MEGA GAME, though the
graphics, smart, they were
just right for this type of
game.l only completed enough
of the MEGA GAME to reach
the 5th beacon, thinking is
there a nice surprise at the
30th beacon? My praise goes
to the Author for Don't
Press The Letter Q and hope
a follow up is in the 'pipe
line'.Be prepared for this
MEGA GAME which could of
only be thought of with one
computer in mind - the Oric.
Well done Andrew Moore -
The Author.

Don't Press The Letter
Q costs £8.50 from I,J.K.
Software Ltd.If you are
looking for something
a little bit different from
the usual'zap - em up' then
this is the game for you!
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JOE THE LION
" Loki

Reviewed *

Loki by Joe The Lion
Software can be defined as
an 'arcade simulation' game
for the Oric 48K.

Loki comes in cassette
version and has an interest-—
ing front design.You can
buy Loki for as little as
£2.80 or even less! The
inlay card contains the
playing instructions to the
game with keys, and the
aliens that you're up
against,

The game only takes a
short while to load (under
three minutes) Once the
game loads a title/menu
page appears informing you
that the game is Loki by
Joe The Lion Software.
immediately beneath is the
menu, which consists of 4
options: Allowing you to
control the volume of sound,
to use a joystick in the
game, to obtain Instructions
and keys to the game.The

)

final option commences the
game,

The prime objective of
Loki is to destroy as much
as you can and try to pass
through as many universes as
possible,This is indicated
on the bottom right of the
screen by "UNIVERSE".Under
this indicator are eight red
shapes resembling "Sharkes
Fins" in sequence.As you
progress in the game flash-
ing white blocks will travel
along the "Fins", after the
8th one you will enter into
the next universe,

Loki consists of two
different screens in which
to play, the first screen
gets you guiding your space
craft across the surface of
a planet, which offers you
a 'pilots eye' of the area
around you.As you zoom
along the surface of the
planet, alien crafts fly out
towards you from beyond the
horizon.The strange thing
about the alien crafts is
that they don't bother you

‘with massive attacks of
laser fire, infact they
don't fire at you craft at
all, but they kill by coll-
ision which avoiding them
seems to be your only cha-
nce of survival as they
never stay still enough to
be hit by laser! This screen
produces some good graphics
effects, the scrolling
producing a circular appea-
rance which makes you think
that you are flying across
the surface of a planet,

The second screen is
encounted when you're in
the middle of a universe,
that is the white indicator
block flashing on the 4th
"Fin",This screen is the
same, being that it offers
you a 'pilots eye'.This
time you are looking at the
vastness of space with it's
unknown dangers.

Yet again your craft comes
under attack from more of
the alien crafts.They hurtle
towards you, from somewhere
in space at hyper speed,this
screen contains some of the
most spectacular space
scrolling I've ever seen
for the Oric.Supported by

the sound effects the ex-
perience of travelling thro-
gh space at hyper speeds is
created, this is especially
noticable when you are
changing direction.As with
screen one, trying to zap
them comes nearly impossible
as they never stay still
enough, always changing
direction!

I managed while reviewing
the game Loki to get a score
of around 0030500, after I
ended my game I was feeling
dizzy! I've found very littlein which to criticize,
except maybe a pause function
which I could of done with
a few times in the game.At
only £2.80 or less Loki is
a game not to be missed,

Readers may like to know
that this game Loki is been
giving away FREE by the UK
Agents for Fureka and Oric
Products .W.E.Software, will
be for a limited period be
giving Loki away FREE with
all orders recieved.W.E's
address can be found on the
back page.
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Oo The games that are moving up are
Damsel In Distress, Defence Force,
Manic Minor and Don't Press The
Letter Q (Don't Press has been
reviewed by C.Thompson in the
Software Reviews Section).

To our request last Issue for
@& ©

B readers to send in their top

> 5 5, we have had some good res-

ORIC

CHAR

%@ NAN ponse so keep them coming.

oo The French games are moving
ve 9 03 in, into the charts, ito

oo ov FEge seems that the level of
Qed x32 ge? §0 3% French games are very good.vo yd Ge SO 30>

0° 0 gn 1.0% Lo 90° Some French games are now
y BFed WY ce gob &° available in England,

9 2 50% i 08 : from W,E.Software, so
o 3° e®® (33° 190% many readers can

look forward to their
collections

growing!
We have two

new entries in
the charts they

e are Karate and
Secret Du

Tomb.
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We offer a great range of software and hardware for the ORIC Computers, below are some
examples of our games at competitive prices:
Harrier Attack £5.10, Manic Minor £6.90, Gubbie £6.35, Chess £7.75, Ghost Gobbler £6.50,

Green X Toad £4.00, Quack-A-Jack £5.20,Hobbit £11.45, Trouble In Store £6.25, Spooky
Mansions £5.10, Reverse £4.00, 3D Hangman £4.60, Atmos Extended BASIC £5.95.
Send S.A.E. for full list.
Contact us at: 8 Richmond Terrace,Pudsey,West Yorkshire LS28 9BY.
Telephone Pudsey (0532) 578851.

Wanted: A copy of the Advanced User Guide (Adder Publishing) £5.50 inc post.
For Sale: Atmos.Speakeasy, also Magazines and software for the Oric Atmos e.g. The Hobbit
£4.00,0ric Mcn £4.00,Back Issues of Oric Owner and Oric Computing.For full list send S.A.E
to R.Plant.296 Undercliffe St.Bradford 3,West Yorks.

For Sale : Oric Atmos 48K £30,Programmable Joystick Interface £15,0ric Joystick £5,Atari
Joystick £2, Software For Sale: The Quill £8,The Hobbit £4,Chess 2 (TANSOFT), Playground 21,
Dont Press The Letter Q,Xenon 3,Green X Toad, Zebbie,Cribbage,Tyrann,Active computer Learning,
Trouble In Store,The Hellion,Cassette 50 (ATMOS) £3 each,Oric Munch,Super Advanced Breakout,Ultimate Zone,Kilburn Encounter,Defence Force,Rat Splat,Nowotnik Puzzle,Zodiac,House of Death
Super Fruit,Frigate Commander,Reverse (IJK) ,Xenon 1, Invaders (IJK), The Ultra,Centipede,
Hopper,Light Cycle,Rescue,Chuckford,Buccaneer,The Valley (ORIC 1 only), Qric Trek,Loki,Attack .

of The Cybermen,Them at £2 each,Candfloss and Hangman,3D Maze/Breakout,Moria, Island of Death,all Oric-1 only at £1 each.
Books for sale: A Guide To Playing The Hobbit £1,Made Easy Using Your Oric Atmos £2,Gettingthe Most From Your Oric (Oric-1 & Atmos) £1.Postage & Packing : Atmos £5,Joystick Interface &

Joystick £1,Books and Software 50p each.I will consider swapping books and/or software for
anything related to the "Doctor Who",TV series e.g. Annuals,Toys,Models and Games.
Contact : Patrick Browne,19 Starts Hill Road,Orpington,Kent,BR6 7AR, or phone 0689 55650.

?

For Sale: Oric Atmos 48K,Oric Colour Printer and tape recorder.Also Software for sale:Harrier Attack,Games Pack ,Defence Force,The Boss,Green X Toad,Classic Racing,Oric Cad,
French Language, Open to offers phone Mr Brown on 654-0423,
For Sale : A Tandy thermal printer - 32 char width - no leads - Serial /Paralle interface,
only £10 or swap 2 or 3 software titles (one of which ORIC-CAD).Contact :— Mr.Martin
Bateman, 121 Coppice Way,The Coppice,Aylesbury,Bucks HP20 1XQ.

Wanted:
Wanted: A'Microdisc System' in exchange for a Saisho 5" TV/Radio/Cassette player plus a
programmable joystick interface (Atmos) plus cash if required.Contact :— Mr Martin Bateman,
121 Coppice Way,Aylesbury,Bucks,HP20 1XQ.

Attention Peadesd
This is the place to sell your unwanted Software and accessories.Your Oric will reach manyother Oric Owners.Classifieds are FREE to all Oric Owners,send your clearly written add in
no more than 35 words to Your Oric,Classifieds & Advertising,41 Morden Gardens, Mitcham,Surrey CR4 4DH.
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DAMSEL IN DISTRESS
I'm sure by now that many readers of Your Oric has purchased a copy of 'Damsel In Distress’,if you havn't you may be forgiven, though I don't know if 'Buzzy Busborne' will! Yet againit's I.J.K Software Ltd that has bought us another excellent game that can be said to be in
the same league as, Zorgons Revenge and the Xenon Saga!

The game has very smooth graphics, and plays a sound-track that lasts for nearly five
minutes long.Never has there been anything quite like this for the Oric.My praise goes tothe programmers for their effort.They are Mr.Herman Zwaag and Mr.Marcel Van Driel.I decided
to get in touch with the Authors from Holland to find out how they made the game and what
problems they encounted.In the next two Issues, Your Oric will bring you the exclusiveInside Story of one of the Oric's best known game.

1) How old are you both, and how did you first get interested with the Oric?
Herman: I am 20 now,and Marcel is 19.Years ago I first got interested in microcomputers.

At the time I didn't have the money to buy one, so I started saving some money.
In the meantime I began to look at all the new machines,to get some idea of what
machine I wanted to buy.About one year later,in the early days of the Oric-1,Ifirst saw an Oric in the local department store.I asked for its specifications,
and really got excited about the little thingy.It also had a reasonable price tag
hdnging on it, so I decided to buy it.0f course I didn't know anything aboutSm) attributes, not to mention the fabulous V1.0 BOS (Bug Operating
System).... .

Marcel: When Herman bought the Oric, I also got interested in computers and the Oric-1
particular.After seeing the QCric at Herman's place, I decided to follow his example
and buy it toco.And, fortunately, after having returned three faulty machines I
finally got a working one!
2) What made you make the arcade action game 'Damsel In Distress'?

Marcel: At first we both saw the Spectrum version of Manic Minor in a Games Shop and we
were totally hooked.I decided to make a BASIC version of it! (You must remember
that I knew absolutely nothing about computers at that time ),After making about a
quarter of the program I noticed that it was a little slow (a little? It was totallyunplayable!).Tt was then that Herman said: "Let's make a machine-code version,",
and so it happened.There was one slight little problem, we couldn't program in
machine-code!

Herman: As Marcel just told, I proposed to make an m/c version of the awful blurr Marcel
was working at.l really got interested in making a game, so we started talking
about the idea.We soon came up with something that, if we could manage to write it,
would beat every existing game, every game on the drawing board and even Manic
Miner, the game which originally gave us the idea! (Which, at that time, was a rather
bold statement in itself).
3) How long did it take you both to write the game?

Herman: The game took a cool seven months to write.We were still at school, so we only had
time in the evenings,weekends and holidays.At school we did just enough to move on
to the next period, nothing more, nothing less.We put all the time we could afford
in Damsel In Distress, (By the way, at that point we were in no way sure of the
final title.) This way, with all the usual headaches and very late nights, the game
drove us very close to insanity, but looking back at it all afterwards, it was
worth the effort, and fun too.

Marcel: At the beginning of the game the whole project wasn't working as well as we planned.
The first 'working' program that Herman made, had better not worked at all, because
it was an awful blurr.To be honest my graphics weren't much better.But we learned
from our mistakes and got better every day.By the way, many screens were designed
at school, to the displeasure of the teachers.



“THE AUTHORS”
4) What problems did you encounter?

Marcel: The main problem I had to deal with was the colour clash caused by the use of
serial atributes.I wanted to make the ultimate platform game, which was made
impossible by the Oric's technical capabilities, but in the end I made the best
of it.The second problem I had was of course the unfamiliarity with the making
of graphics on a computer.l have been making drawings my whole life, and I studied
art for a year, but this was my first encounter with computer-art.According to
the reactions, I seem to have got passed that problem.

Herman: Well, at the very moment we decided to make a commercial Manic-Miner-like, and
in machine code, not in BASIC.I had just started broadening my horizions by
learning the 6502 Lightning Language .That meant that I started writing the game
in a language I hardly knew.That was one major problem.But I continued writing,
continually learning.After some four months I had a 'working' version.But the screen
flicker was worse than in any other game I had seen before.And the nasties already
killed Buzzy at about one character's distance, while for the player it seemed
if Buzzy didn't hit anything at all.For some software producers that might be
acceptable, for us it obviously isn't.So we gave ourselves another three months
to complete the program.Marcel used this time to design more and better sprites
and screens, I mainly used it to improve the quality of moving and collision
techniques. And of course for the music.
5) During the game the computer plays a track for more than 5 minutes, what is
it called and how is it done?

Herman: The song title is 'New Life', originally performed by Depeche Mode.It was written
by Vince (Yazoo) Clarke, in those days he was still part of Depeche Mode.We had
two versions, one being the first track of the album 'Speak And Spell', the other
being a live version we taped from the radio.The latter was a little faster and
had some more swing to it, while the studio version was clearer to get the
different tunes from.So I took the best of both, and added some (little) ideas
from myself.I had hardly any technical knowledge of music, I only knew there was
something like an octave of twelve notes which can have different lengths.So I
listened to the song over and over again (for some two weeks), very carefully, and
developed my own way of writing down various melodies.Sometimes I used a portable
keyboard to compare what I heard with the note names on the keys.Then I wrote an
interrupt-driven (for exact timing of the music) sequencer routine (though at the
time I was in no way aware that such a thing is usually called a sequencer), I then
converted each note from paper notation into two-byte tone values, to feed the
AY-3-8012 with.After adding the rythm accompaniemt (noise channel) and adjusting

- the overall speed, the music was ready and even I myself was baffled by the result.
I didn't expect such hidden capabilities in my-Oric! By the way, have any of you
out there noticed that all screens are named after popular songs? Titles were
used from, among others, Depeche Mode, Yazoo, Duran Duran and Cyndy Lauper.

6) The graphics in the game are superb, how did you get the graphics so smooth

Marcel: Well, Herman designed a system in which each creature can move two pixels at a
time in four steps of animation. (The program runs oh a text-screen instead of what
most Damsel-owners think, that it runs on Hires.) Then I began with the designs
of all the aliens on paper. After a while I noticed that although most of the
drawings worked out great on paper, they didn't on the screen,But rather soon I
discovered how to use the dammed pixels and how to make animations.I created the
animations in the same way as in the cartoons, by moving little pieces of the
creatures pixel by pixel.After making about twenty nasties I temporarily ran out
of inspiration.Luckily it was only for a while.After a fantastic holiday in France
I restarted freshly, and finished the job.

Herman's reply to question 6 will appear in the next issue of Your Oric.

INTERVIEWER: K.Thompson



"Adurnture Spo
A new member to the Adventure Spot will appear next Issue,he is called 'Swift' the Elf he will

be helping me in future Issues,bringing with him new ideas and giving help to readers who are
having trouble with adventures,so look out for 'Swift' in the next Issue!

Franklin's Tomb
Within the next two Issues

of the Adventure Spot I will
be reviewing the 'Dan Diamond
Trilogy' by Salamander Software

This Issue I will be review
ing 'Franklins Tomb' which is
part one of the Trilogy,and in
Issue five will see the review
of the 2nd part which is called
'Lost In Space’.
Franklins Tomb is a Text only

adventure for the 48K Oric 1/
Atmos by Salamander Software
and is priced at £9.95.

In Franklins Tomb you take
on the role as private eye Dan
Diamond you must explore the
errie crypt and unlock the puz
zle within it.Will you solve
the riddle of the crypt or will
you fall prey to its mystery as
so many others before you?
Franklins Tomb comes in an

excellent styled large video
box,with the tape and a 20 page
fully illustrated case file
inside.Apart from the classic

Level 9 adventures Franklins
Tomb is one of the best presen
ted packages to any adventure
that I have seen or played on
the Oric.The adventure takes
under five minutes to load (by
the way there is only one
recording of the adventure on
tape),and once loaded the
title screen is displayed show
ing the credits. At the same
time you can hear a Dracula
type tune,when the tune finishes
their is rather a long pause,ifyou press any key you will go
straight into the adventure,if
you want instructions wait for
the message to appear.

On playing the adventure you
are presented with a well
thought out display where the
text is split up into three
windows .The background colour
is black,and the top left
hand corner is coloured yellow

‘which displays your room locat
ions and descriptions,at the
top right there is the purple
window which lists all your
items that you are currently
carrying in alphabetical order,
and the bottom window which is
coloured white is your communi
cations window where you enter
your moves etc...

The vocabulary used within
Franklins Tomb is pretty avera
ge,words can be either entered
in full or abreivated to three
letters.The responce from the
computer is fairly quick,and a
beep sound can be herd when you
type something in.
Whilst exploring Franklins

Tomb,I have visited many locati
ons some of which are very
strange,there has only been one
location so far where there is
no escape from,you will come
across many passages which some
times gets confusing.You will
come across various objects in

‘the adventure that may be of use
remember that you are only
allowed to carry six items at
any one time.It would be a good

“idea to map your moves as you
know where you are going,and
where you have left certain
objects.
Some good points to mention
about the adventure is the
useful game save facility where
you can save your current posit

ion to tape and come back to it
later.Also accompanying the
adventure is a fully illustrated
case file,which gives full
details of how to load up the
adventure,a prologue of how Dan
Diamond happen to come to be on
the case,it points out tips on
how to play Franklins Tomb,also
there is 22 pictures of various
locations in the adventure,the
pictures some times have hidden
clues in them which if you spot
will help you out with a few
problems.
I myself think that there is a

great atmosphere to the game,
the author has certainly taken
a great deal of time and effort
to make this adventure as user
friendly as possible for example
when I was playing Franklins I
was stuck in one location and
tried to open a certain object
but tried everything in the book
to open it,and after all that a
small message was displayed tell
ing me to try a word that I for
got to use.
Within the Tomb its not just

full of old bones and tombs but
has other more exciting rooms
such as the Bathroom,a Wine
Celler,an Aquarium,a Juke Box
you even begin to see white
rabbits!
Its a well put together advent

ure,which will have you hooked
for hours on end,the room descr
iptions are well described,you
will find strange messages left
about in places such as 'Sparrow
Hawk Is Innocent' who is
Hawk'?,and what's the use of the
Star Fish?

'Sparrow



Welcome to the all new exciting Adventure Spot,it has been totally restyled,so we can
feature more sections based around the adventure theme.You will notice two new sections
they are 'Maps' and 'Problems',We have kept the Help Line,and have introduced Problems,
this section is for people who send in problems to me,if I can't answer them they will
be published,and if any fellow adventurers know the solutions to these problems please
write to me and I will print them under the heading 'Solutions'.If I receive any problems
and know the answers I will print the problem and solution in the Help Line.If any readers
know of any Solutions,Bugs,Problems,Querys or have Mapped an adventure complete or parts,
I want to hear from you,

Ta |Problems
Can any fellow adventurer help Matthew Green from Northampton who writes:
In Lothlorien's Special Operations, I have been all round the forest and in the caves,
potholes, etc. finding objects but I can't get inside the compound.I have found passes, but
‘the guards refuse to let me in.I have found the tech drawing of the tunnel by road but I have
not been able to get in.I have used the radio and heard a broken down lorry but I can't find it.
The dying French man has told me one mile North, in one hour but I don't know the scale.I'm
sure this is a very good game but as you can see I'm in a hole, I hope someone can help!
Darren Emmett from Yorkshire writes:
In Fantasy Quest, what do I give the Wizard so that I may get by with the
treasure? And in Velnor's Lair, how do I get passed the sharkes?
— In Fantasy Quest, you must be carrying the wand.When the Wizard appears,

" give him the wand and he will let you pass.As for Velnor's Lair, you will
need the 'bath-tub' which can be found in the Ogres Bathroom.You
will also need oars to row with, where do I find oars I hear you {

say, simple in the 'Troll's Lair' east of the 'dirty slimy cave'.
To get the oars you will need to kill both Trolls, might be a good
idea to use the wand, it kills them quicker and saves you strength.
After all that you say "Examine (or search) Fungi" and you will
discover the oars.To get passed the sharkes (isn't it crocodiles?) N

say "Use Bath", but it might be handy if you could feed them, a I",
spider prehaps? yy, a

|

C.Thompson from Surrey writes:
In Velnor's Lair, I examine (or search) the 'flour' which can be found in the
Ogres Kitchen, I get a syntax message and the adventure wipes itself! The
Adventure up to this point is very good and I have mapped 50% of it.Does
this happen in any other copies of Velnor's or have I just got a bad one? 4

I would like to hear from other people if they have experienced the same/
problem.

Es
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Suppliers of:
Computer Hardware, Software & Peripherals.

VIVE [Software]
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR OFFER

Telephone: Malvern (06845) 69059

These items are offered at reduced rates until the 10th January
1987, and W.E. (Software) Club Members should deduct a further £1.00
from the prices indicated.
ITEM OFFER USUAL ITEM OFFER USUAL

PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE

$Xenon 1 5.55 8.50 ¥Invaders 4,25 £50
1Revarse 4,25 £.50 $Fantasy Quest 4,25 £,50
tHoria 4,5% £,95 ¥Encounter 4,95 7.50

Jogger 4,59 6,95 Ext, Basic | 4,95 7,50
Super Meteors 4,59 £,95 ¥Candy/Hangman 4,95 7.50

1Breakout/3D Haze 4,95 7,50 #Airline 4,53 6,95
Grail 4.59 £,95 Dinky Kong 4,59 6,95

The programs following are offered over the same period as those above, BUT AT GIVE-
AVAY PRICES!

Synthesizer 3:59 7.50 Oriscope g,07 17,95
Harrier Attack 2,50 £,95 Starfighter 2,50 £,95
Zodiac 2,50 9,99

BOGKS

Introduction to Progamming the Oric-) 95 1.85
The Orit Programmer 3,15 £,95

LIMITED OFFER FOR "YOUR ORIC” SUBSCRIBERS
WE offer the following items at discount rates to "YOUR ORIC" subscribers until
Saturday 31st January 1987. Please note the V.E.(Software) Club Membership discount
does not apply to this offer (sorryD.

1Gubbie 5,95 C750 ¥Chess 7,15 9,90
1Ghost Gobblar 5,95 7,50 ¥Hobbit 10,15 14,95
tenon 111 7.50 8.50 ¥Damsel Distress 7.50 8,50

* indicates Oric-1/Atmos compatibility.

Postage and packing is 75p on one to four programs and free on orders of five ar
more. Postage and packing is 65p per book.

Please include cash, cheque, postal order or pay by ACCESS, VISA, Girobank
Transfer/Transcash (Girobank account number = 46 450 6603).

 SURGE/SPIKE PROTECTION PLUG - £11.90 - Offers protection to micro-computers, VIR's,
Hi-Fi systems, precision equipment etc from mains-bourne interference and prevents
"glitches".
THREE VAY ADAPTOR - £15.15 - Provides a convenient means of supplying power to
three seperate units, offering similar surge/spike protection the above product.
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